FOIL HIGHLIGHTS

An iconic service for tonal
highlights with foils on natural
or already colored hair. From
soft to intense depending on the
size of the chosen highlights.

COLOR

BEFORE
Natural Color: 6/0
Condition: colored

1

Color in mid-length and ends: 6/7

Take a parting from ear to ear and a

COLOR A (RED FOIL):

tringular section at the back. Take a

MAGMA /75 + Welloxon Perfect 9 %

triangle at the front with the beam to

COLOR B (YELLOW FOIL):

the crown. Seperate either sides.

MAGMA /73 + Welloxon Perfect 9 %

2
3

Start in diagonal slices
below the center triangle

Apply MAGMA in a V shape

in the back on either side

for soft transition from

alternating color A and B.

roots to ends.

4
Once finishing the back

5

apply on either side in
the front alternating

Finish off at the

color A and B.

front triangle.

6
Rinse hair thoroughly & shampoo with Wella Professionals Color
Brilliance or SP Color Save shampoo. For perfect finish, use

CUT

1
Section from ear to ear and
center parting in the back.
Take your comb to hold the
hair into place and cut your
desired end length.

2
Once all hair of the
back has been cut

3

STYLE

MAGMA Post Treatment. Leave in for 5 minutes and rinse.

1
Use PERFECT
SETTING to
apply on wet
hair.

2
Start blow-drying

to one length, start

Finalise layering the

the hair using

layering in vertical

back of the head in

your fingers.

sections.

the same manner.

3
4

Use WELLA

Take vertical sections on either

STYLE-IT to

side and overdirect them towards

straighten

the face taking the length from

the hair.

the back for reference.

5

4

At last cut the fringe

Finish the look with

in a slightly rounded

OCEAN SPRITZ for a

shape using your
comb as a guide.

soft/undone feel.

